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On the topic of 'There are no coincidences in politics" Eden
Police arrested a man yesterday in connection to a series of
threatening incidences involving the family of Erie County Clerk
Candidate Melissa Hartman.  

Charges lodged in incidents targeting Eden Supervisor Melissa Hartman
Two men were charged this week in separate criminal incidents targeting Eden
Supervisor Melissa Hartman and police are investigating how the cases are
connected, authorities said Wednesday.

https://buffalonews.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/charges-lodged-in-incidents-targe…

So let's take a closer look at the timeline of "coincidences" between the harassment of the

Hartman family and the involvement of some of her more "questionable" political foes

including her opponent Mickey Kearns, his political consultant & the EC Conservative Party
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While the dispute between neighbors began in the Summer of 2021, it was put into overdrive

in early March 2022 Just weeks after Kearns announced he would run in the June

Democratic Primary.

Kearns to seek Dem line for clerk; Hartman leaves GOP to challenge
For the first time as Erie County clerk, Michael P. Kearns will seek support from his
own Democratic Party as he prepares to run for re-election this year. But he

https://buffalonews.com/news/local/kearns-to-seek-dem-line-for-clerk-hartman-leaves-…

As it was made public that Kearns would run as a democrat and Hartman would leave the EC

GOP, the political attacks began immediately through their newly hired political consultant

surrogate Stefan Mychajiw
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Immediately in the days to follow the political attacks on Hartman began by Kearn's

campaign consultant Stefan Mychajliw
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Just days after the online attacks by Mychajliw and the Kearns campaign, the harassment of

Hartman and her neighbors on Hillbrook drive in Eden continued.
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The incidents came to public attention when Hartman revealed someone had thrown a

partial pipe bomb through her window at 3 a.m. on March 28. 

Supervisor Hartman Responds to Domestic Terrorist Threat at Eden H…
Live Progressive News and Information from Buffalo and WNY.

https://wnymedia.net/2022/04/01/supervisor-hartman-responds-to-domestic-terrorist-th…
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Police said at a news conference that the pipe bomb, which did not explode, had messages

threatening Hartman if she didn't drop out of the county clerk’s race.
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Forward to August after Hartman handily won the Democratic Primary to the most recent

incident on August 15.  

A week before another smear campaign was launched by Mychajliw and the Kearns

campaign just hours after another incident occurred between neighbors on Hillbrook Drive...
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How did Stefan Mychajliw and the Kearns campaign get their hands on that video so

quickly?
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It couldn't have had anything to do with the fact that the man involved in the altercation and

who was arrested this week for violating the order of protection against him was at some

point being represented by...
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Erie County Conservative Charmain Ralph Lorigo
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The attacks continued by Mychajliw and the Kearns campaign. Luckily local media knows

better than to follow up on anything Stefan Mychajliw says... So... It went unanswered
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Until this week when the two men were arrested "separately" and dropped the bomb that he

was getting paid by someone to harass Hartman
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• • •

"We believe [all seven cases] were connected but at this point, I am not prepared to release

any information as to who they were connected to," Chief Savage said. 

So while...
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